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COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN C, SECOND EDITION 2018-01-01 the book now in its second edition follows the structure of the first
edition it introduces computer programming to a beginner using the programming language c the version of c used is the one standardised
by the american national standards institute ansi c c has rapidly gained users due to its efficiency availability of rich data structures a large
variety of operators and its affinity to the unix operating system c is a difficult language to learn if it is not methodically approached the
attempt has been to introduce the basic aspects of c to enable the student to quickly start writing c programs and postpone more difficult
features of c to later chapters after reading the first eleven chapters a beginner can start writing complete programs to solve useful problems
difficult concepts such as the use of pointers and recursion are explained lucidly with many examples the book is eminently suitable for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of computer science engineering students as per the prescribed syllabus of several universities
key features a self contained introduction to programming for beginners using the c language eminently suitable for self study even by high
school students all important programming language features illustrated with over 100 example programs good style in programming
explained and illustrated new to the second edition chapters with programs have a new section at the end giving style notes relevant to that
chapter every chapter is reviewed and revised correcting minor errors appendix i is rewritten to enable students to execute programs on
desktop or laptop computers using linux or windows environment target audience be b tech cse bca mca b sc m sc computer science
INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 2011-07 his textbook is designed to teach a first course in information technology it to
all undergraduate students in view of the all pervasive nature of it in today s world a decision has been taken by many universities to
introduce it as a compulsory core course to all bachelor s degree students regardless of their specialisation this book is intended for such a
course the approach taken in this book is to emphasize the fundamental science of information technology rather than a cook book of skills
skills can be learnt easily by practice with a computer and by using instructions given in simple web lessons that have been cited in the
references the book defines information technology as the technology that is used to acquire store organize process and disseminate
processed data namely information the unique aspect of the book is to examine processing all types of data numbers text images audio and
video data as it is a rapidly changing field we have taken the approach to emphasize reasonably stable fundamental concepts on which the
technology is built a unique feature of the book is the discussion of topics such as image audio and video compression technologies from first
principles we have also described the latest technologies such as e wallets and cloud computing the book is suitable for all bachelor s degree
students in science arts computer applications and commerce it is also useful for general reading to learn about it and its latest trends those
who are curious to know the principles used to design jpg mp3 and mpeg4 compression the image formats bmp tiff gif png and jpg search
engines payment systems such as bhim and paytm and cloud computing to mention a few of the technologies discussed will find this book
useful key features provides comprehensive coverage of all basic concepts of it from first principles explains acquisition compression storage
organization processing and dis semination of multimedia data simple explanation of mp3 jpg and mpeg4 compression explains how
computer networks and the internet work and their applications covers business data processing world wide e commerce and it laws
discusses social impacts of it and career opportunities in it and it enabled services designed for self study with every chapter starting with
learning objectives and concluding with a comprehensive summary and a large number of exercises
Analysis and Design of Information Systems 1997-01-01 one of the most important uses of computers is as an aid to managers to
provide up to date information to efficiently run their organizations of the total number of computers installed in the world today over eighty
percent are used in organizations for management information systems it is thus very important for all students of management commerce
and computer science to know how to design computer based information systems to aid management this introductory text gives a lucid



self contained presentation to students on how to analyse and design information systems for use by managers information systems analysis
and design also known as system analysis and design is a compulsory subject for mca bca b com and b e students of computer science and
information technology this book covers the syllabus of this course and that of the doeacc level a examination thoroughly classroom tested
and evolved out of twenty years of teaching information systems design course at iit kanpur and iisc bangalore this book presents real indian
examples in this third edition every chapter has been updated besides the addition of a new chapter on use case method to reflect the rapid
changes taking place in designing information systems this book has been used to prepare learning material for the course systems analysis
and design for the national programme for technology enhanced learning of the ministry of human resource development government of
india the author has delivered 40 lectures on this topic which are available on youtube besides the book also contains supplementary
materials such as ppts and objective questions which are available on phindia com rajaraman adis key features covers comprehensively
systems analysis and design discusses object oriented modelling of information systems a chapter on electronic commerce is unique to this
book presents a detailed case study of a complete information system includes supplementary web material
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN FORTRAN 77 1999 this is a revised and enlarged version of the author s book which received wide
acclamations in its earlier three editions it provides a lucid and in depth introduction to the programming language fortran 77 which is widely
used by scientists and engineers the fourth edition is completely revised chapterwise and also minor corrections incorporated a new standard
for fortran called fortran 90 was introduced in early 90s and compilers for this version of fortran were sold in early 1995 by computer vendors
all fortran 77 programs will run without change with fortran 90 compilers however some aspects of fortran 77 have been declared obsolete
and will not run on future fortran compilers these are explained in this revised edition an appendix consolidates these features fortran 90 is
introduced in a new chapter which summarises all its features
Super Computers 2004-08 this book explains what a supercomputer is and why such a machine is needed to solve challenging problems in
science and engineering the architecture of super computers which distinguishes them from other computers is explained and the need to
vectorise programs to make effective use of supercomputers is brought out
Fundamentals of Computers 2008-03-01 this highly acclaimed well established book now in its fifth edition is intended for an introductory
course in digital computer design for b sc students of computer science b tech students of computer science and engineering and bca mca
students of computer applications a knowledge of programming in c or java would be useful to give the student a proper perspective to
appreciate the development of the subject the first part of the book presents the basic tools and developes procedures suitable for the
design of digital circuits and small digital systems it equips students with a firm understanding of logic principles before they study the
intricacies of logic organization and architecture of computers in the second part besides discussing data representation arithmetic
operations boolean algebra and its application in designing combinatorial and sequential switching circuits the book introduces the
algorithmic state machines which are used to develop a hardware description language for the design of digital systems the organization of a
small hypothetical computer is described to illustrate how instruction sets are evolved real computers namely pentium and mips machines
are described and compared with the hypothetical computer after discussing the features of a cpu i o devices and i o organization cache and
virtual memory the book concludes with a new chapter on the use of parallelism to enhance the speed of computers besides the fifth edition
has new material in cmos gates msi alu and pentium5 architecture the chapter on cache and virtual memory has been rewritten
AN INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN 2020-08-01 advances in computers and communications have revolutionised the
way we live this has happened in a short span of sixty five years today we wonder how people lived without access to mobile phones and the



internet this book seeks to answer the following questions lucidly to a non specialist general reader how did this revolution happen what
groundbreaking inventions led to this revolution why are they groundbreaking inventions who were the innovators and inventors of these
technologies what led them to these inventions fifteen groundbreaking inventions fortran integrated circuits relational database management
systems local area networks personal computers public key encryption computer graphics internet gps world wide search engines digitisation
and compression of multimedia mobile computing cloud computing and deep learning ai are described cogently by professor v rajaraman a
doyen of computer science education and research in india target audience students academicians professionals in the field of ict anyone
who wants to know about ict
GROUNDBREAKING INVENTIONS IN INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY 2007-06-01 designed as an introductory text for the
students of computer science computer applications electronics engineering and information technology for their first course on the
organization and architecture of computers this accessible student friendly text gives a clear and in depth analysis of the basic principles
underlying the subject this self contained text devotes one full chapter to the basics of digital logic while the initial chapters describe in detail
about computer organization including cpu design alu design memory design and i o organization the text also deals with assembly language
programming for pentium using nasm assembler what distinguishes the text is the special attention it pays to cache and virtual memory
organization as well as to risc architecture and the intricacies of pipelining all these discussions are climaxed by an illuminating discussion on
parallel computers which shows how processors are interconnected to create a variety of parallel computers key features self contained
presentation starting with data representation and ending with advanced parallel computer architecture systematic and logical organization
of topics large number of worked out examples and exercises contains basics of assembly language programming each chapter has learning
objectives and a detailed summary to help students to quickly revise the material
COMPUTER ORGANIZATION AND ARCHITECTURE 2012-12-27 an introductory level text for high school students this book elucidates the
step by step procedures used to solve problems and demonstrates the simplicity with which one can read and write computer programmes
using basic language it explains how a computer works using an elementary model of the computer all programmes are worked out on the
ibm pc and involve a minimum of mathematics this new edition is thoroughly revised and updated to incorporate recent developments in the
field it also contains a large number of worked out examples and exercises with solutions to assist self study it can be used by all interested
beginners and laymen as well
COMPUTER PRIMER 1969 the sixth edition of the highly acclaimed fundamentals of computers lucidly presents how a computer system
functions both hardware and software aspects of computers are covered the book begins with how numeric and character data are
represented in a computer how various input and output units function how different types of memory units are organized and how data is
processed by the processor the interconnection and communication between the i o units the memory and the processor is explained clearly
and concisely software concepts such as programming languages operating systems and communication protocols are discussed with
growing use of wireless to access computer networks cellular wireless communication systems wifi wireless high fidelity and wimax have
become important thus it has now become part of fundamental knowledge of computers and has been included besides this use of
computers in multimedia processing has become commonplace and hence is discussed with the increase in speed of networks and
consequently the internet new computing environments such as peer to peer grid and cloud computing have emerged and will change the
future of computing hence a new chapter on this topic has been included in this edition this book is an ideal text for undergraduate and
postgraduate students of computer applications bca and mca undergraduate students of engineering and computer science who study



fundamentals of computers as a core course and students of management who should all know the basics of computer hardware and
software it is ideally suited for working professionals who want to update their knowledge of fundamentals of computers key features fully
updated retaining the style and all contents of the fifth edition in depth discussion of both wired and wireless computer networks extensive
discussion of analog and digital communications advanced topics such as multiprogramming virtual memory dma risc dsp rfid smart cards
wigig gsm cdma novel i o devices and multimedia compression mp3 mpeg are described from first principles a new chapter on emerging
computing environments namely peer to peer grid and cloud computing has been added for the first time in an entry level book each chapter
begins with learning goals and ends with a summary to aid self study includes an updated glossary of over 340 technical terms used in the
book
Principles of Computer Programming 2014-12-15 this book is designed to acquaint the readers with major aspects of e commerce with
particular emphasis on technology such as cryptography e payment and mobile payment security the book presents a layered architecture of
e commerce systems with six layers the physical layer the bottommost layer described first provides the basic communication infrastructure
needed by e commerce the next layer described is the logical layer consisting of local area networks the internet intranet etc which provide
connectivity the layer above is the network services layer which provides e mail and world wide applications above this is a very important
messaging layer of e commerce which provides facilities for exchanging messages securely using the communication infrastructure here
various methods of encryption public key infrastructure and digital signature are discussed it is also explained as to how the messaging layer
is used to exchange structured electronic documents using xml the next layer called middleman services layer describes the design of home
page of an organization and elaborates various payment services such as credit card e cash smart card etc the topmost layer is on
applications namely b2c b2b and c2c e commerce which are defined and described at the beginning of the book as use of mobile phones and
mobile network is rapidly increasing a whole chapter is devoted to explain m commerce of special interest are detailed discussions of
wireless application protocol security issues and payment methods a complete chapter is also devoted to new developments in multimedia
information goods such as e books mp3 compressed audio and digital quality video a unique feature of these goods is the method of delivery
which also uses the mobile internet infrastructure finally the legal framework of e commerce provided by the information technology act
2000 and the amended act of 2008 is explained this book with its numerous student friendly features is an ideal text for undergraduate and
postgraduate students of computer science and information technology bsc and msc computer applications bca and mca and for
undergraduate engineering students of computer science and engineering and information technology besides it would be useful to
professionals for quickly understanding the basics of e commerce key features gives detailed discussions of security and payment schemes
in e commerce discusses essentials of m commerce technology including wap protocol and mobile security discusses e commerce of
multimedia such as e books mp3 audio and video on demand provides learning aids such as chapter summaries over 300 review questions
and 350 objective type questions
FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTERS 2009-11-03 this book is a concise and lucid introduction to computer oriented numerical methods with well
chosen graphical illustrations that give an insight into the mechanism of various methods the book develops computational algorithms for
solving non linear algebraic equation sets of linear equations curve fitting integration differentiation and solving ordinary differential
equations outstanding features elementary presentation of numerical methods using computers for solving a variety of problems for students
who have only basic level knowledge of mathematics geometrical illustrations used to explain how numerical algorithms are evolved
emphasis on implementation of numerical algorithm on computers detailed discussion of ieee standard for representing floating point



numbers algorithms derived and presented using a simple english based structured language truncation and rounding errors in numerical
calculations explained each chapter starts with learning goals and all methods illustrated with numerical examples appendix gives pointers to
open source libraries for numerical computation
ESSENTIALS OF E-COMMERCE TECHNOLOGY 2018-11-01 today all computers from tablet desktop computers to super computers work in
parallel a basic knowledge of the architecture of parallel computers and how to program them is thus essential for students of computer
science and it professionals in its second edition the book retains the lucidity of the first edition and has added new material to reflect the
advances in parallel computers it is designed as text for the final year undergraduate students of computer science and engineering and
information technology it describes the principles of designing parallel computers and how to program them this second edition while
retaining the general structure of the earlier book has added two new chapters core level parallel processing and grid and cloud computing
based on the emergence of parallel computers on a single silicon chip popularly known as multicore processors and the rapid developments
in cloud computing all chapters have been revised and some chapters are re written to reflect the emergence of multicore processors and
the use of mapreduce in processing vast amounts of data the new edition begins with an introduction to how to solve problems in parallel
and describes how parallelism is used in improving the performance of computers the topics discussed include instruction level parallel
processing architecture of parallel computers multicore processors grid and cloud computing parallel algorithms parallel programming
compiler transformations operating systems for parallel computers and performance evaluation of parallel computers
COMPUTER ORIENTED NUMERICAL METHODS 2006 this book introduces computer programming to a beginner using fortran 90 and its
recent extension fortran 95 while fortran 77 has been used for many years and is currently very popular computer scientists have been
seriously concerned about good programming practice to promote development of reliable programs thus the international standards
organization set up a group to modernise fortran and introduce new features which have made languages such as pascal and c popular the
committee took over a decade to come up with the new standard fortran 90 fortran 90 has introduced many new features in fortran such as
recursion pointers user defined data types etc which were hitherto available only in languages such as pascal and c fortran 90 is not an
evolutionary change of fortran 77 but is drastically different though fortran 77 programs can be run using a fortran 90 compiler fortran 90 is
so different that the author felt it was not a good idea to just revise fortran 77 and introduce fortran 90 in some places in the book thus this
book is entirely new and introduces fortran 90 from basics in 1996 some small extensions were made to fortran 90 and has called fortran 95
this book also discusses these features as all new programs in fortran will henceforth be written in fortran 90 it is essential for students to
learn this language the methodology of presentation however closely follows the one used by the author in his popular book on fortran 77
Elements of Parallel Computing 2003 intended as a text for undergraduate and postgraduate students of engineering in computer science
and engineering information technology and students pursuing courses in computer applications bca mca and computer science b sc m sc
this state of the art study acquaints the students with concepts and implementations in computer architectures though a new title it is a
completely reorganized thoroughly revised and fully updated version of the author s earlier book perspectives in computer architecture the
text begins with a brief account of the very early history of computers and describes the von neumann ias type of computers then it goes on
to give a brief introduction to the subsequent advances in computer systems covering device technologies operational aspects system
organization and applications this is followed by an analysis of the advances and innovations that have taken place in these areas advanced
concepts such as look ahead pipelining risc architectures and multi programming are fully analyzed the text concludes with a discussion on
such topical subjects as computer networks microprocessors and microcomputers microprocessor families intel pentium series and newer



high power processors hallmarks of the book the text fully reflects professor p v s rao s long experience as an eminent academic and his
professional experience as an adviser to leading telecommunications software companies gives a systematic account of the evolution of
computers provides a large number of exercises to drill the students in self study the five appendices at the end of the text cover the basic
concepts to enable the students to have a better understanding of the subject besides students practising engineers should also find this
book to be of immense value to them
Computer Programming in FORTRAN 77 2016-03-11 today parallel computing arouses enormous interest among students and
professionals as it is clear that as the new millennium progresses all computers will work in parallel a basic knowledge of the design and use
of parallel computers is therefore essential for both students of computing and users of computers designed as an introductory level textbook
for the final year undergraduate students of computer science and engineering this well organized book covers state of the art principles and
techniques for designing and programming parallel computers in the process professor rajaraman and dr siva ram murthy with their wealth
of knowledge and years of teaching and research experience give a masterly analysis of the various aspects of parallel computing the book
begins with an introduction to the current state and developments in parallel computing then it goes on to give a detailed discussion on such
topics as instruction level parallel processing architecture of parallel computers parallel algorithms and parallel programming besides the
book gives an in depth coverage of compiler transformations and operating systems for parallel computers the text concludes with a chapter
on performance evaluation of parallel computers interspersed with copious examples and numerous exercises this timely book should prove
to be a handy and treasured volume for students as well as professionals
PARALLEL COMPUTERS ARCHITECTURE AND PROGRAMMING 1997-01-01 this book introduces students to the basics of computers software
and internet along with how to program computers using the c language it is intended for an introductory course that gives beginning
engineering and science students a firm rooting in the fundamental principles of computers and information technology and also provides
invaluable insights into key concepts of computing through development of skills in programming and problem solving using c language to
this end the book is eminently suitable for the first year engineering students of all branches and mca students as per the prescribed syllabus
of several universities c is a difficult language to learn if it is not methodically introduced the book explains c and its basic programming
techniques in a way suitable for beginning students it begins by giving students a solid foundation in algorithms to help them grasp the
overall concepts of programming a computer as a problem solving tool simple aspects of c are introduced first to enable students to quickly
start writing programs more difficult concepts in the latter parts of the book such as pointers and their use have been presented in an
accessible manner making the learning of c an exciting and interesting experience the methodology used is to illustrate each new concept
with a program and emphasize a good style in programming to allow students to gain sufficient skills in problem solving key features self
contained introduction to both computers and programming for beginners all important features of c illustrated with over 100 examples good
style in programming emphasized laboratory exercises on applications of ms office namely word processing spreadsheet powerpoint are
included
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN FORTRAN 90 AND 95 1988 this introductory text on digital logic and computer organization presents a
logical treatment of all the fundamental concepts necessary to understand the organization and design of a computer it is designed to cover
the requirements of a first course in computer organization for undergraduate computer science electronics or mca students beginning from
first principles the text guides students through to a stage where they are able to design and build a small computer with available ic chips
starting with the foundation material on data representation computer arithmetic and combinatorial and sequential circuit design the text



explains alu design and includes a discussion on an alu ic chip it also discusses algorithmic state machine and its representation using a
hardware description language before shifting to computer organization the evolutionary development of a small hypothetical computer is
described illustrating hardware software trade off in computer organization its instruction set is designed giving reasons why each new
instruction is introduced this is followed by a description of the general features of a cpu organization of main memory and i o systems the
book concludes with a chapter describing the features of a real computer namely the intel pentium an appendix describes a number of
laboratory experiments which can be put together by students culminating in the design of a toy computer key features self contained
presentation of digital logic and computer organization with minimal pre requisites large number of examples provided throughout the book
each chapter begins with learning goals and ends with a summary to aid self study by students
Computer Programming in Fortran 77 1993 this volume presents selected papers from kbcs 89 which is the second in a series of annual
conferences hosted by the knowledge based computer systems project funded by the government of india with united nations assistance the
papers are grouped into sections including ai applications computer architecture and parallel processing expert systems intelligent tutoring
systems knowledge representation logic programming natural language understanding pattern recognition reasoning search activities at the
kbcs nodal centres
Computer Oriented Numerical Methods 2019-08-30 the encyclopedia of microcomputers serves as the ideal companion reference to the
popular encyclopedia of computer science and technology now in its 10th year of publication this timely reference work details the broad
spectrum of microcomputer technology including microcomputer history explains and illustrates the use of microcomputers throughout
academe business government and society in general and assesses the future impact of this rapidly changing technology
Computer Programming in C 2004-08-01 this comprehensive reference work provides immediate fingertip access to state of the art
technology in nearly 700 self contained articles written by over 900 international authorities each article in the encyclopedia features current
developments and trends in computers software vendors and applications extensive bibliographies of leading figures in the field such as
samuel alexander john von neumann and norbert wiener and in depth analysis of future directions
Computer Programming In Cobol 2008-12-30 against all odds the it story of india is an insider s account and an anecdote rich history of
indian it over the last six decades it taps into the first hand experiences of kris gopalakrishnan and fifty other stalwarts who built and shaped
the it industry this is a tale of persistence and resilience of foresight of planning and being ready when luck knocks on the door of a spirit of
adventure and above all of an abiding sense of faith in technology and the belief that it would do good for india it is a tale of triumph and the
best is yet to come
Computer System Architecture 2008-07-25 in recent years the science of managing and analyzing large datasets has emerged as a critical
area of research in the race to answer vital questions and make knowledgeable decisions impressive amounts of data are now being
generated at a rapid pace increasing the opportunities and challenges associated with the ability to effectively analyze this data
PARALLEL COMPUTERS 2008-08-19 this book teaches the basic principles of digital circuits it is appropriate for an introductory course in
digital electronics for the students of b sc computer science b sc electronics b sc information technology b sc physics bachelor of computer
applications bca postgraduate diploma in computer applications master of computer applications mca the book emphasizes the must know
concepts that should be covered in an introductory course and provides an abundance of clearly explained examples so essential for a
thorough understanding of the principles involved in the analysis and design of digital computers the book takes students step by step
through digital theory focusing on number representation systems and codes for representing information in digital systems use of logic



gates in building digital circuits basic postulates and theorems of boolean algebra karnaugh map method for simplifying boolean functions
arithmetic circuits such as adders and subtractors combinational circuit building blocks such as multiplexers decoders and encoders
sequential circuit building blocks such as flip flops counters and registers operation of memory elements such as ram dram magnetic disk
magnetic bubble optical disk etc 1 number systems and codes 2 logic gates and circuits 3 boolean algebra 4 combinational logic circuits 5
sequential logic circuits 6 counters and shift registers 7 memory elements
COMPUTER BASICS AND C PROGRAMMING 2006-01-01 written with the fourth year engineering students of undergraduate level in mind
this well set out textbook explains the fundamentals of computer aided manufacturing cam written in question answer form the book is
precise and easy to understand computer aided manufacturing and robotics play a vital role in implementing automation in the industry it is
therefore essential for engineering students to have sound knowledge of the basics of cam and robotics this book has been designed to
provide the essential and fundamental understanding of nc machines nc part programming system devices computer integrated
manufacturing system and robotics in the present second edition the book has been thoroughly revised and enlarged modification to every
chapter has been carried out on the basis of suggestions received additional typical problems based on the examination papers of various
technical universities have been included with solutions for easy understanding
DIGITAL LOGIC AND COMPUTER ORGANIZATION 2004-10 in todayís competitive and highly dynamic environment analyzing data to
understand how the business is performing to predict outcomes and trends and to improve the effectiveness of business processes
underlying business operations has become cri cal the traditional approach to reporting is no longer adequate users now demand easy to use
intelligent platforms and applications capable of analyzing real time bu ness data to provide insight and actionable information at the right
time the end goal is to improve the enterprise performance by better and timelier decision making abled by the availability of up to date high
quality information as a response the notion of real time enterprise has emerged and is beginning to be recognized in the industry gartner
defines it as using up to date information getting rid of delays and using speed for competitive advantage is what the real time enterprise is
all about indeed the goal of the real time enterprise is to act on events as they happen although there has been progress in this direction and
many com nies are introducing products toward making this vision a reality there is still a long way to go in particular the whole lifecycle of
business intelligence requires new techniques and methodologies capable of dealing with the new requirements imposed by the real time
enterprise
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